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Abstract

For a chosen location, the short reference year (SRY) is a time series of
representative days for given time periods . Very often the calendar year is
divided into 36 decades and SRY is a time series of hourly values for 36
representative days, each representing a particular decade . SRY is used as
input data for different simulation models (e .g . agrometeorological models,
energy consumption models etc) .

This paper presents a simple and efficient algorithm to the problem of
SRY. The methodology is based on a two-step optimization approach . In the
first step for each time period the representative day for each meteorological
variable under study is found . In the second step the representative day for
the whole set of variables is searched for . The criterion functions used are
based on statistical parameters .

The methodology was applied on a set of two meteorological variables :
temperature and sunshine duration. The data for the Ljubljana station were
supplied for the period 1960-1979 as simultaneous hourly values . Results for
two decades of the SRY are presented .

1 Introduction
In the past, weather conditions for a particular site were usually described by mean
daily (monthly, yearly) values of several meteorological variables . Nowadays, very
often hourly values are required, in particular for the computer simulations of pro-
cesses in the environment (plant growing, solar energy consumption etc) . Hourly
values for a set of meteorological variables require a large computer storage . This
problem can be avoided by reducing or by condensing the data . The Test Reference
Year (TRY) and its special case the Short Reference Year (SRY) are two ways of
doing that .

For each variable under study the TRY is a time series of "representative" days .
The length of the TRY is 365 days, each day being described by hourly values .
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Several authors have dealt with this problem (Cehak 1975, Lund 1976, Hoogen 1976,
Boehe et al . 1979, Kletter 1982, Kajfei-Bogataj and Hočevar 1985, Kajfei-Bogataj
and Hočevar 1985a, Zupančič and Pristov 1987, Babilon 1989, Kajfei-Bogataj 1990) .

For the SRY the calender year is divided into periods . The length of a period
depends on the nature of the problem . Usually it is one month, 10 days (decade) or
one week which means 12, 36 or 52 representative days described by hourly values .
Each day is representative for a particular period .

In our setting two different approaches were used to construct the TRY . The
first (Kajfež-Bogataj 1986, Hočevar and Kajfei-Bogataj 1986) was based on the
mean monthly values of 23 meteorological variables . Nonparametric statistical tests
were used to determine the representative months . This approach was applied for
Ljubljana only. The second approach (Zupančič and Pristov 1987) was based on
the mean monthly values of 26 meteorological variables, numerical taxonomy was
used to determine the representative month on the base of Euclidean distances . The
TRY was applied on the data from Ljubljana, Maribor and Koper.

In this paper we present a simple approach to construct the SRY . It is based on
a two-step optimization technique . In the first step the representative days for each
variable separately are determined . In the second step the representative days for
the whole set of meteorological variables is searched for . In each step a criterion
function is prescribed in advance and its optimum calculated . In illustration we
present the SRY for a set of two meteorological variables : air temperature and
sunshine duration. The data were measured in the period 1960-79 in Ljubljana .

2 Methodology

2.1 Objective
The objective of our work was to develop a simple and efficient algorithm to con-
struct the SRY . To obtain a sensible solution of the SRY problem the following
conditions are imposed :
- the variables under study are quantitative, they may be continuous or discrete,
having different probability distributions ;
some data may be missing ;
the approach should be flexible for different period lengths ;
the representative days should be independent of each other ;
the results should be acceptable from the physical point of view .

2.2 Input data
The input data X can be presented as M three-dimensional data matrices

X - (Xh,d,Y,XhAYi . . .Xd 5 )
X denotes the set of M input variables X1 ,Xs . . .XM . Subscripts h,d and y

denote: hour h = 1 . . .24, day d = 1 . . .D and year y = 1 . . .Y . For example, if data for
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30 years present the input, then D = 365 or 366 (for leap-years) and Y = 30, for
each variable under study .

2 .3 Output data
From input matrices X we want to obtain M two-dimensional output matrices Y:

Xh.d,V - Y;," i = 1 . . .M

Subscripts h = 1 . . .24 and p = 1 . . .P denote hours and periods . Each period is
L days long . If the SRY for decades (L = 10) is constructed on the input data
mentioned above, the data are condensed to M output matrices with P = 36. In
that case the input data are reduced for the factor 10 * Y = 300 approximately .

2.4 Optimization procedure
2.4 .1 Univariate analysis

First of all, for each variable X' the meaning of the representative day for a period
must be defined . We impose the following definition : the representative day for the
chosen period is that day in the input data which is the most similar to the
"statistical" day for this period .

Statistical day for the period : The statistical day Xp = X",, h = 1 . . .24 is
defined to summarize the input data for a particular period p over all the years . To
define the statistical day a measure of central location can be used, as for example
mean, median, mode. Its choice depends on the empirical probability distribution
of the variable under study.

For example, the "mean day" for X' for the period p is a series of mean hourly
values Xh,p

_ I

	

Y =Y

Xh " LYY_1: Xh dy ,h=1 . . .24
dEp v=1

Representative day for the period : To select the representative day a criterion
function must be defined . For each day in the input data the criterion function
measures the dissimilarity between that day and the statistical day. There are
several possibilities of doing that . Measures of dissimilarity from cluster analysis,
in particular the measure of dissimilarity for time series, are appropriate (Košmelj
and Batagelj 1990) . In illustration we present the criterion function D in the form
of the modified Euclidean distance .

24

D(Xd,)

	

9h(X'i d .a -X;,,,)2,d E P,y = 1 . . .Y
h=1
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qh, h = 1 . . .24 are the weights which express the relative importance of a particular
hour during the day. Usually qh = 1 for h = 1 . . .24 .

The output is the day Y„ = Yh p , h = 1 . . .24 with the minimal value of the criterion
function

D(Y,') = mindEP .y = l . . .YD(Xd,y )

To summarize the univariate analysis : P statistical days are determined first .
Then for each period L*Y values of the criterion function are calculated and the
minimum is searched for . P optimizations are carried out for each variable.

That procedure is repeated M times, for each variable separately .

2 .5 Multivariate analysis
In the univariate analysis for each variable under study and for each period under
study a representative day is obtained . For one period the representative days for
several variables do not necessarily coincide .

From the physical point of view it would be reasonable to find out one rep-
resentative day for the whole set of variables, for each period under study (global
representative day) . Therefore the new criterion function F is to be defined which
takes into account all M variables simultaneously.

The multivariate criterion function F is expressed as a linear combination of the
normalized criterion functions D'(Xd v),i = 1 . . .M .

D(Xd
D'(Xd,v) =	

.y)

maxdED,Y=1 . ..YD(Xd,y )

M

F(Xd y) _

	

wiD'(Xd y )
i=1

The weights wi are defined according to the relative importance of the variable
X' in the set of variables .

For each period under study the global representative day is the one with the
minimal value of the criterion function F . Finally P global representative days are
obtained .

To perform stable sorting bubble sort method was used (Kozak 1986) .

3 Illustration
The methodology was applied on the data set of only two meteorological variables :
air temperature and sunshine duration in Ljubljana for the period 1960-79 . These
two variables describe quite well the general thermal weather conditions, which are
often required when modelling solar energy consumption, indoor climate control-
ling etc. For illustration, results for two decades (second decade in June and in
December) will be presented .
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3.1 Description of the data

Air temperature was measured at the hours (lh, 2h , . . . 24h) and is expressed in Centi-
grades as instantaneous value . The Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorders were used
to measure sunshine duration. Sunshine duration is an interval variable with the
values from 0 to 1 .0 . Its value represents the proportion of sunshine duration during
a particular hour . The data were obtained from the Hydrometeorological Office of
Republic Slovenia. No data were missing .

3 .2 Presentation of the results

Both variables are continuous, but the shape of their empirical probability distribu-
tion is different. Air temperature has the empirical probability distribution which is
symmetric (Figure 1, 2) . Therefore for the statistical day the mean day was chosen .
On the other hand, the empirical probability distribution for sunshine duration is
in U shape or J shape (Figure 3, 4) . Therefore the median day was calculated for
each period .

Euclidean distance with the weights qh = 1 was used .
For air temperature the statistical days (mean day, median day) and the repre-

sentative day lie on a quasi-sinus curve (Fig . 5) . In both cases the median days and
mean days closely coincide . The representative day is more similar to the statistical
days in June than in December .

The statistical days and the representative day for sunshine duration in the sec-
ond decade of June and December are plotted on Figure 6 . There exists a big
difference between the median day and the mean day . Due to the showed distribu-
tion of sunshine duration the mean day is not similar to any historical day. The
differences between the statistical and the representative days for sunshine duration
are greater than for air temperature .

It was interesting to find out that for the second decade in December the repre-
sentative day for sunshine duration was not uniquely determined . The hourly values
for the median day were 0 constantly (Figure 6), so several days with no sunshine
could be taken as the representative day for this period .

The representative days for the second decade of June for air temperature and
for sunshine duration did not coincide .

In the calculation of the criterion function F both variables were regarded, for
the sake of simplicity, as equally important .

For some decades of the SRY the global representative day was identical to
the sunshine duration representative day, for some decades to the air temperature
representative day (winter periods) and sometimes it was different from both. In
the latter case, it may be interesting to mention that the global representative day
for those periods was always one of the first ten days, with the minimal values of
criterion function, for each variable .
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Figure 1 : Box and whisker plot and descriptive statistics for the hourly values
(3h , 64 , . . ., 24 h ) of air temperature for the second decade of June, L - minimum, M -
median (+), H - maximum, SD - standard deviation, * - outlier, (- first quartile, )
- third quartile .
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Figure 2: Box and whisker plot and descriptive statistics for the hourly values
(3", 6", . . ., 24h) of air temperature for the second decade of December, L - minimum,
M - median (-f), H - maximum, SD - standard deviation, * - outlier, (- first quartile,

- third quartile .
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Figure 3 : Histograms for the hourly values (6 h , 9h , . . . 19h ) of sunshine duration for
the second decade of June .
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Figure 4: Histograms for the hourly values (9 h ,11 h , . . ., 16h ) of sunshine duration for
the second decade of December .
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Figure 5 : Hourly values of air temperature for the statistical days (mean day, median
day ) and for the representative day for the second decade of June and for the second
decade of December .
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Figure 6 : Hourly values of sunshine duration for the statistical days (mean day,
median day) and the representative day for the second decade of June and for the
second decade of December .
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4 Conclusions
The presented approach is very simple and flexible and it accounts for all the re-
quirements stated in the methodology section .

We can choose any number of meteorological variables with different empirical
probability distributions of hourly values . For each variable a criterion function
can be formulated independently . The representative days for a particular variable
are independent of each other. The length of the period is arbitrary . The weights
should in principle be according to the needs of the user of the SRY . For example :
if the SRY is used for illumination studies, the sunshine duration seems to be more
important, if the SRY is needed for studies of heat flow through the northern walls
of houses, air temperature is more important . The weights should be determined
independently from the described statistical procedure . The problem of missing
values can be avoided by adjusting the values of the weights . The representative
days are actual historical days and thus the results are "physically acceptable" .

As a side result the extreme days i .e . the days with the maximal value of the
criterion function D are obtained . This information can be very useful in those fields
of science where the extreme conditions are of interest (for example building etc .) .

Interdisciplinary approach in this kind of scientific activity is of great importance .
The researches must have good knowledge of both the physical and the statistical
characteristics of variables .

Only quantitative variables can be used . However, when the SRY is required
this is not a disadvantage, because variables are rarely qualitative .
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